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ABSTRACT: This paper examines certain workmanship requirements applying to 
insul!nts in cavities. It presents previously reported measured values for the effects 
of edge gaps, and compares these results with new laboratory measured results for 
the heat transfer across insulated wall and ceiling cavities, in configurations which 
permit natural convection to flow around the insulant. The results show the ex
istence of a threshold edge gap width of a few mm for the onset of convection in 
upward heat flow, but no threshold gap width of detectable size for horizontal heat 
flow. The loss of thermal performance from convection, as expected, outweighs that 
previously reported for non-convecting gaps. 

SUMMARY 

THERE IS NOW a co. nsiderable amount of data [1-8] concerning the loss 
of thermal performance of structural cavities which can result from ther

mal bridging of various forms and degree. In many of these reports, losses 
of 3 to 5 % of the cavity insulating value for each 1 % of gap width (i.e., edge 
gap as a percent of cavity width), seem to be quite typical, although there 
are a few reports iri which the loss reaches 10% or more per 1 % of gap 
width. To give a perspective to these figures, note that a gap of 1 % would 
mean a gap width of 5 min when the frame spacing is at 500 mm, and so 
would not be difficult either to detect or to avoid. 

At least one case has been reported [7] in which degradation was much 
more severe even than above. This is recognisably a case where convective 
air circulation has enabled heat to bypass the insulant. It occurred in a wall 
panel, where the convective circulation pressure difference may be relatively 
large. The corresponding condition applying in ceiling cavities, where the 
convective circulation pressure must be much smaller, was not reported. 
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The project leading to .this paper therefore began by examining, by mea
sure.ment, ~e case of an insulated ceiling cavity. These measurements were 
earned out m a_ structure representing an actual construction of interest. It 
therefor_e contarned thermal bridging paths of structural timber as well as 
convecove gaps: Later measurements were conducted to represent the wall 
panel case, and _m essence repeated LeCompte's [7] work. 

In the following, the two new series of measured cavity thermal resis
tances are first described, with the procedures used co obtain them. These 
results are then disc_us~ed and compared with previously published 
measured dat:. The pnnapal conclusions of the paper are (a) confirmation 
of LeCompte s results [7] that severe loss of insulation value accompanies 
even . ve~ ~mall edge gaps in wall cavities where convection can occur, (b) 
that m ~eili~~s _a. threshold edge gap of a few mm can be tolerated before 
co~vect1on is 1mtiated, but that once initiated this convective loss is as severe 
as m walls. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

(a) Ceil~ng. For the upward heat flow case, samples of insulant were 
mou~ted m a test frame as illustrated in Figure 1. The insulant used was 
nommally 50 ~thick (~c~ually ~7 mm) fused bead EPS (Expanded Poly
Styrene) foam WJth alumuuum foil facing bonded to both faces of the in
sulant: The R-value of the insulant was measured as 1.25 m2·KJW corre
sponding to a thermal conductivity of 0.0376 W/m·K, which is ty~ical for 
the observed density of about 17 kg/m3 • 
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FIGURE 1. Detail of insulated ceiling cavity tested. 
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FIGURE 2. Detail of wall cavity tested. 

The two pieces of insulant were unchanged during the entire series, and 
the gaps were adjusted by removing or inserting strips of material from the 
central joist. The gaps were made all equal except in the last two runs. 

(b) Wall Panel. In the horizontal heat flow case, Figure 2, no framing was 
present, and the edge gap was varied by hinging an edge strip of the EPS in
sulant, about 10 nun wide. The insulant was the same as for the ceiling case. 

lt will be noted in both Figures 1 and 2 that any edge gaps will permit 
natural convective air circulation around the insulant. In the ceiling case, 
Figure 1, convection co\,lld take place either clockwise or anticlockwise. 

All heat fl.ow resistance!;i were measured using a procedure following 
ASTM C 236-80, except that in the ceiling series the R-value was deter
mined across the entire pand in the usual way, whilst in the wall series the 
R-value obtained was measured across the insulant and its surrounding cavi
ties only. The ceiling results were then modified to correspond to those for 
the wall, in the following way. First the thermal resistances of the outer sur
faces (0.12 m2 ·K/W) and the surrounding lining and cladding (0.05 
m2·K/W) were subtracted from the total resistance, to give the "cavity ther
mal resistance" in Table 1. Then the effect of the timber framing was de-
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ducted, using the method oflsochermal Planes to . h " . . . . 
resistance" in Table 1 Thi ": : ' ?1

ve t e esnmated :cavrty 

t b d 
r . s procedure is an approximate one, .but 'is ~believed 

o e a ~quate ior the purpose. · · · ·. ·. -
w~: dir;~~ thermal resistance meas_ure,me~ts are believed to be .a:crurate to 
. . ± o . The surface and cl~dding reslStances used to con:v.ert the ceil
mg res1~tances,;re ac~ate to within about ±10%. The Isothermal P,la 
c_onvers1on to normalise" the ceiline:· res'ults has in previous s:-~1-- . nes 
tl.O S b . d (1 "f ' lill.lliU ·Situ.a-

n een estimate ,4) to be also· within about .± 1001< ·Err · 
when theed e · d - · 0

• ~s are ;zero 
for other valgue;3P is zero, an (1,4] must ~e _a smooth function of~gap width 

RESULTS 

Resul_ts for heat flo~ upward t~rou~h a ~orizontal ceiling as.s:embl .care 
shown m 'Tuble 1, and illustrated m.Figure ~-The immediately :evide~~ be-

Table 1. Summary of ~ermal resistance across cavities with 
convection bypassing insulant. 

Ceiling _::.see Figure 'i 

Mean Air-to-Air Cavity Estimated .Estimated 
Edge Gap Thermal Thermal Cavity Thermal Minimum 

Width Resistance Res.isf~nce Resistance Air Speed 
mm m•·K/W m'-K/W m•·KJW mmls 

9 1.77 . T.58 2.1 
0.5 1.78 l.59 2.1 1:8 
2.4 1.80 1.61 2.1 L5 
3.5 1.73 1.54 1.98 2~-0 
4.3 1.70 l.51 1.93 .2:1 
5-1 1.39 1.20 1.45 4.1 
7.6 1.25 l.06 1.25 5 '.3 

15.3 0.96 0.77 0.87 .9.4 

Wall..:.:See Figure 2 

Edg.e G~p 
.. ~stimated 

Cavity Thermal Minimum 
Width Resistance Air Spe~ 

mm m'-K/W mm/s 

0 2.10 
l 1.80 1.1 
2 l.35 2 .. 8 
3 1.14 6.4 
5 0.94 7.7 

10 0.82 10.0 

' 

I' 
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FIGURE 3. R-value with convective gaps. 

h 
. b ed r

0
r this case was that no significant loss of thermal perfor

aviour o serv i• h. h 
d Until the width of edge gap exceeded 4 to 5 mm, at w ic 

mance occurre o;. · h R al 
point there was a fairly sudden and major drop of some 25 o. m t e -: ~-
Thi 

r · ally prominent in both as-measured resistance an t e 
s ieature ts equ · d · f the gap 
. d . . tance values in Figure 3. Further w1 enmg o "esomate cavity res1s · . Thi 

resulted in progressive further lowering of the thermal res1sta~\ : ~~~~ 
tinued up to the largest gap width tested, about 15 mm, at w c pom 
resistance was some 40% of the initial value. 

The last stage of this case involved respectiv~l~ the use of non-efual( ~p~ 
the two edges of the insulant, and the prov1s1on of a slope ang e "': . c 

:ppened to be 4.1 degrees to the horizontal) to the p_anel.1{;e~e ~o~:~: 
were set up with a gap width chosen at 3.5 mm, JUSt a tt e e 
threshold level. Both actions decreased the thermal resistance., but appear not 
to have caused the system to move over the thresho~d. 1 h . 

The results for horizontal heat flow through a vertical p~ne. ~e s . own m 
Table 1, and illustrated in Figure 3. No_ thr~shold effect is vlSlble m th;s: 

ul A h r_ n m· thermal resistance 1s evident even for the smallest e g res ts. s arp ia.u 

gap width (1 mm). 
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DISCUSSION 

It is evident in Figure-3, in spite of the influence of the structural bridging 
effects, that a threshold effect is present for the ceiling case. This permits 
small fitting errors without significant loss of insulation value. However in 
the wall panel case no such threshold is present and there is no tolerance for 
workmanship imperfection. . 

These results, along with previously reported measurements from various 
sources [2,3,5-8] are illustrated in Figure 4, as percentage drop in cavity 
thermal resistance against percentage gap edge width. This is present on a 
log scale to allow easier visualisation of the whoie range of influence. 

From Figure 4 it may be seen that the present results, except for the 
below-threshold region in the ceiling case, show extreme sensitivity of ther
mal performance to very small edge gaps, compared with the results re
ported by Johns-Manville [5] , Owens-Corning [6) , and C. Bankvall [3]. 
Those all specifically exclude convective bypassing of the insulant. However 
results reported by LeCompte [7], which specifically included convective 
bypassing, agree in thi.s acute sensitivity and his data and the present are 
almost identical. 

McCaa [9] does not descnbe the cype of edge gap occurring in his data. 
It might be conjectured that the Johns-Manville, Owens-Corning, Bank

vall, and McCaa data, along with the below-threshold portion of the ceiling 
data in this paper, might form one farnily for the nonconvecting gap case, 
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FIGURE 4. A comparison of measured insulation loss for various gap ratios. 
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whilst that from the above-threshold results here, along with LeCompte's 
data, fOon another family for the convective bypass case. 

The behaviour reported by Berlad et al. [2] for wall cavities should be 
considen:d here also. That study showed that with typical porous insulants 
it is not\:ven necessary to have an edge gap to suffer severe convective loss, 
if there are cavities on both faces of the insulant. The convective pressure is 
large enough that circulation will penetrate through the insulant in that case. 

The m circulation rates cited in Table 1 are derived from simple energy 
consiclemions, as the rate required to carry the apparent convective heat 
flow at che trans-cavity temperature difference. They are intended as in
dicative only, to show that the amount of air circulation required is very 
small These values are of similar size as can be calculated using simple clas
sical bminar flow fluid mechanics. 

CONCLUSIONS 

For both upward and horizontal heat flow, any occurr,ence of convective 
circubtion around the insulant causes major loss of performance with very 
small edpe gap widths. 

However for vertical heat flow upward through a horizontal ceiling, the 
loss exhibits a threshold of gap width below which convection does not oc
cur. For the conditions used here, this threshold gap width was 4 to 5 mm. 
At this point a sudden major drop of about 25% in resistance was observed. 

For horizontal heat flow through a wall panel there is no apparent 
threshold. or if so then it is less than 1 mm. 

In both cases thermal resistance continues to fall as the gap width increases 
beyond the threshold width. No limit was found to this loss in these tests, 
which continued to about 60% loss in total cavity thermal resistance in this 
series of tests. 

In· practical building terms, these results mean that for ceiling insulant 
having cavities both above and below the insulant, it is possible to get 
substantially full insulation value with achievable standards of good work
manship of a few mm, but in the case of walls this is not so. Even "good" 
workmanship is not enough in that case, and gaps of less than visible width 
( -1 mm) are likely to drastically undermine the insulation value. 
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